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A Respite
 
While easing on my lane of life,
I was facinated by a handsome weirdo.
Keeled over by his stunning ochre eyes..
I found my lost inspiration in his incredulous smile.
I rued for many things in my life
but i wont fret for tipping over a person with whom i could never utter...
Till the time i ramble, the best thing i could get is...
'Inspiration' from his enticing brown eyes and his fillip smile.
Once I decamp this place and I sit in my garden with those ravishing blossoms
My thought would wing its way back to his stricking gaze and entrancing smile.
when a petty naughty smile would pass on my visage.
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Daffodils!
 
These Daffodils are sign of Spring! !
Your advent into my life stemmed in Spring!
Which is again sign of my Spring!
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Don'T Look At Me So Fondly!
 
Don't look at me so fondly...!
You have to go, I have to go...
Looking for our fateful paths
Veering our direction pivoted on fate..
I do wonder about our magical bond,
Without articulating an assurance.
I prefer this unspoken mutual friendship
Rather than fake friendships around!
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Dreams Of My Morning!
 
Hand in hand with each other!
We were walking along the busy road
Chuckling and giggling all through the way
Jumping and flying in those subway steps
Happily we were sauntering....,
As if our partitions have come to a cease!
As if our sorrows were dissipated in the crowds..
As if our life of Interrogation has come to Exclamation! ! !
Fresh was my dreams that early morning..
When the sun's first flush of morning beamed my bed.
I woke up with an unusual verve
which was lost and now found
In that dreams of my Morning!
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Honeyed Chunk Of My Life
 
Lying down in my bed facing the loft, where
I espied your name in your briefcase
Lost in the realm of our cherished moment togather..
My thoughts took me to our inceptive days of our friendship.
Where your formal call would air my mobile.
Later..I could realise something good has sprouted deep in our minds.
And could see mushrooming day after day.
Our inaugural rendevous in that temple.
Thinking of those days where i shouldered my sorrows.
Now, when i think it still lingers as fresh as dew.
Years rolled on you are still with me sharing our fruit of friendship...
Just then I heard the knock at my door when I found you..
Standing tall..still...
Holding those yellow roses of friendship unfaded by it's time!
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I Never Knew
 
I Never knew you were in love with me so deeply..
The day you proposed your love gave me a shocking wave.
But i'm helpless my friend as you approched me in dusk.
Dont let yourself down dear friend, for i'm there for you..
Take away the lust and love for me,
You will land up in wonderful world of affection and affinity.
where you will find reality and not just reverie
Thousands of folds will be my joys when you have your beloved as a friend
For friendship is not just an episode but a world
Dont let yourself down for wee slips
for i'm there for you..
As i can never be one with you as your love...
But as a friend besides you
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In Harmony
 
This time of partness, my love for is growing vigorously..
As I had dug my love for you in graveyard..
Sometimes seems that my love has taken it's rebirth! !
Again I yearn for your presence atleast for your voice in phone.
Every night i sleep with a hope of your postive ring..
Morning i wake with a positive pulse of me joining again with you in harmony..
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Sweet Tears
 
In Memory of my lost Friend,
I bought this pillow cover
Not knowing that
It would be soaked...
with my salty tears
of your Sweet Memory! ! !
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Vague!
 
Vaguely, I do remember
You explaining our misfortune,
      If we were married
Sadly, was I listening
With a positive hope deep down my heart
Unfortunately, you were worried about
   your enigmatic future! !
Deeply, I loved you somewhere
    In a corner of my heart!
Finally, the spinner of earth
 Mended our lives together
Knowingly, You will not make up
            your life without me,
And my life fruitless without you.!
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Your Eyes Spoke
 
For the first time I saw you in my dreams
I was standing upstairs and you downstairs
I saw your eyes and you saw mine
There i found a world in your eyes
Which told me thousands of hopes and dreams
Your looks passed on unfulifilled reviere of past days
Your eyes revealed unspoken faith of our future days
i realised that ours is a magical bond
which binded me to you after a long gap of years
And your eyes spoke to me something..
Devoid of lust, a deep love for me you had all these years..
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